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ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP  
Minutes 

Dean Hickox’s Office – 10/08/2015 
 

In attendance: ☒ Della Dubbe 

☒ Chad Hickox 

☒ Mike Weiderholder 

☒ Mary Lannert 

☒ Robyn Kiesling 

☒ Sandy Sacry 

☒ Jan Clinard 

 
Also in attendance: Hayley Blevins (recorder) 
 

 

Round Table 
 -Jan 

-Just had an even for the Health sciences that makes a connection from the college to the high school 
students. 

  - There are now 8 pathways 
  - Upcoming event is Women in Gear on Saturday. Last year there were 70 students, this year they only 
  have 10. They extended the deadline for students to apply 
 -Mike 
  -October 19th he has the International Accreditation coming out. 
  - They might have a piolet program for student residency in Park County starting in January  
  - They now have Jeff jo0hnson who is the Missoula Coordinator 
  - They are wanting to add a Medical Responder course 
  - On the 14th and 15th they are having an arson investigator 
  -Talked about possibly having fire extinguisher training 
  -Proposed new pathway of Advance EMT. It would give articulation with Colorado and Fairbanks. 
 - Della 
  - They now have 16 IPads for students to use, but not quite yet 
  - The Airport library is doing well. They have been giving library instruction 
  -The Big Read is on the 23rd at Noon in the lecture hall 
 -Robyn 

-They are getting ready for the General Education program review, and are going to be contacting 
faculty 

  - The schedule is almost complete, but it still can change.  
  - They are searching for instructors for some classes. They just hired a new art instructor.  
 - Mary  
  - They are working on the new software for scheduling rooms 
  - Study abroad is filling up very fast, but there are still a few slots 
  - They are having some Department of Revenue training, as well as training on the new software 
 - Sandy 

-They are trying to see if the new Health Science Building is in line with TAACCCT grant. The building 
would house all of the health care. 
- They are in the process of trying to hire adjuncts and a lab tech for simulation training. 
- Heard about new simulation equipment 
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- There was the MNA conference where Sandy was recognized 
 - Chad 
  - Wondering about Course Evaluations this Semester. Hayley is already almost finished with them. 
  -Questions about the testing center and proctoring. Robyn and Hayley are working on new procedures. 
  - The new CBE was approved 
  - Discussed the Coca Cola scholarship to see if we had any students who would qualify 
  - Might have a new Childhood Education Program 
  - The CBA in Human Services was approved 
 
Deliverables 

- New meeting time: Every other Friday 9:00-10:30 starting the 23rd  
- The agenda will be sent out Wednesday before the meeting 
- Possible to do shared readings 
- Trying to get a “Thank You” for Interface Carpet for their donation of carpet 

 


